Gulanze primary school report by Dorcas Sewe
Purpose of visit: donating 1 Room Solar system with three bulbs.
Date of visit: 16th May 2019
Contact person: Mr.Mtindi and Mr.Ali.
No of pupils: 50.
2018 mean score: 304.
No.lost: none
No.broken: 5
No.repaired during visit: none
Total number available: 1 Room Solar system with three bulbs and 10individual lights.
Mode of distribution: The Room Solar will be mounted on the boys’ dormitory.
Gulanze primary school report.
on The 16th of May I visited Gulanze primary school. Gulanze is located in Kinango area of Lunga
Lunga subcounty. On arrival I was met with Mr.Kollo who is the deputy head teacher of the school.
Mr.Kollo was happy to see Mwezi foundation back in the school once again. He immediately called
Mr.Mwinyi who is the head teacher and Mr.Ali Mtindi who is the teacher in charge to the office so
that we could start our visit. The meeting was chaired by Mr.Kollo.
Mr.Kollo informed me that the school has an enrolment of 50 class eight students who study in one
stream. After our promise of a Room Solar system during the last visit the school managed to
attract more students to the boarding program and they now have two dormitories for girls and two
dormitories for boys. Before they had one for each.
In terms of academics the top student in 2018 had managed to get 393 marks out of 500, with the
school having a mean score of 304 marks out 500.
I informed the school that they are now lucky to receive their first Room Solar system donation
together with three bulbs and the teachers were very delighted. They said that this will go a long
way in assisting there students to study as they have not had any electricity in the school and in the

area for the past 2weeks. And generally it's often very rare that the school and the area has
electricity as it is an area full of hardships.
On the individual Mwezi solar lights, the school noted that the challenge that they were having with
those particular solars was the small panel detaching. [We have changed our glue and that doesn’t happen as
much now – ed.] But were happy to receive the new Room Solar light as it has excellent lighting bulbs
and is not prone to those problems. After handing them over the donation, I taught them how to
connect the Room Solar battery to the bulbs and panel.
After this I visited the students in their classroom had a talk with them and gave them the new
donation, they were very happy and thanked the foundation numerously for the donations.
After this we took outdoor pictures and the visit ended successfully.

WhatsApp message from Mr Ali Mtindi after our visit
There has been black out for a number of days at Gulanze, but our class pupils (boarders) are
comfortably making their studies.Thanks to your solar panel MWEZI SOLAR PROJECT. We are so
grateful here at Gulanze primary school. LONG LIVE MWEZI SOLAR PROJECT'

